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　Taiwanese authors writing during the Japanese colonial period had very high levels of proficiency in the 
Japanese language. The end of the Second World War and the subsequent government ban on writing in 
Japanese signalled the end of literary activity for some, while for others it marked a fresh start in careers 
writing in the new national language, standard Chinese (Beijing Hua ), after learning it from scratch. But there 
were a few who secretely persisted in expressing themselves in Japanese.
　Huang Lingzhi (born in 1928), who was seventeen years old when the war ended, had been educated at 
a primary school for Japanese children, not the Kogakko which Taiwanese children usually attended, and 
thereby had acquired a native speakers command of the Japanese language. The conclusion of the war dashed 
his youthful expectations for a literary career. But he did not give up writing in Japanese. He completed his 
first novel in Japanese, Kani  (Crab), at the age of twenty after the war, and is still writing enthusiastically 
today, sixty years later in Taiwan.
　At the age of forty Huang translated Kani  into Chinese himself,  and published it in Taiwan Wenyi  ( 台湾文
藝 Taiwan Literature). He was the first author to receive the prestigious Wu Zhuoliu 呉濁流 literary prize. The 
prize was awarded to him for Kani  , and it is rare case of a piece in which we can simultaneously savour the 
competency of a novelist in the Japanese and Chinese languages. This article examines the Japanese language 
capabilities of Huang Lingzhi as a medium for literary expression through a comparison with his translation 
into Chinese, while at the same time probing his feelings towards the Japanese language.
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